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Read Free Howard Fast
Recognizing the quirk ways to acquire this book Howard Fast is additionally useful.
You have remained in right site to start getting this info. acquire the Howard Fast
colleague that we allow here and check out the link.
You could buy lead Howard Fast or acquire it as soon as feasible. You could quickly
download this Howard Fast after getting deal. So, gone you require the books swiftly,
you can straight acquire it. Its ﬁttingly no question easy and ﬁttingly fats, isnt it? You
have to favor to in this sky
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Spartacus
Routledge The best-selling novel about a slave revolt in ancient Rome and the basis
for the popular motion picture.

Howard Fast
Life and Literature in the Left Lane
Indiana University Press A biography of the Jewish American, left-wing author of
Spartacus that explores his identity, his work, and his politics. Howard Fast’s life,
from a rough-and-tumble Jewish New York street kid to the rich and famous author of
close to one hundred books, rivals the Horatio Alger myth. Author of bestsellers such
as Citizen Tom Paine, Freedom Road, My Glorious Brothers, and Spartacus, Fast
joined the American Communist Party in 1943 and remained a loyal member until
1957, despite being imprisoned for contempt of Congress. Gerald Sorin illuminates
the connections among Fast’s Jewishness, his writings, and his left-wing politics and
explains Fast’s attraction to the Party and the reasons he stayed in it as long as he
did. Recounting the story of his private and public life with its adventure and risk,
love and pain, struggle, failure, and success, Sorin also addresses questions such as
the relationship between modern Jewish identity and radical movements, the
consequences of political myopia, and the complex interaction of art, popular
culture, and politics in twentieth-century America. “A notable study of a thorny
protagonist whose life has much to reveal about the times in which he lived and
about the interplay of political belief, personal identity, art, and ambition.”
—Publishers Weekly “Sorin . . . has written a heavily researched critical biography of
Fast. . . . The volume’s strength is its explication and analysis of the complex social
and political context of Fast’s activism and creative work. . . . Sorin’s lengthy critique
of Fast’s adherence to Communism long after most American writers and
intellectuals had abandoned the party, and his shameful public silence on Stalin’s
crimes and Soviet anti-Semitism, are of signiﬁcant import. . . . Recommended.”
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—Choice “An intriguing biography, not least for its examination of how Fast
interwove his political activism, his Jewishness and his art during the heyday of
McCarthyism. Recommended.” —Recorder (Melbourne)

The Immigrants
Sourcebooks, Inc. The ﬁrst book in bestselling author Howard Fast's beloved family
saga "A most wonderful book...there hasn't been a novel in years that can do a job
on readers' emotions that the last ﬁfty pages of The Immigrants does." -Los Angeles
Times In this sweeping journey of love and fortune, master storyteller Howard Fast
recounts the rise and fall of a family of roughneck immigrants determined to make
their way in America at the turn of the century. Quick to ascend from the tragic
depths of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, Dan Lavette becomes the head of a
powerful shipping empire and establishes himself among the city's cultural elite. But
when he ﬁnds himself caught in a loveless marriage to the daughter of San
Francisco's richest family, a scandalous love aﬀair threatens to destroy the empire
Dan has built for himself. The ﬁrst of a compelling family saga, The Immigrants is a
fast-paced, emotional novel that captures the wide range of relationships among
immigrant families during the tumultuous events that deﬁned the early twentieth
century in America. "A non-stop page-turner...moving, vivid...a splendid
achievement!" -Erica Jong "Howard Fast is ﬁercely American. He is one of ours, one
of our very best!" -Los Angeles Times
"Warmth...Power...Tenderness...Excitement...Readers will ﬁnd themselves anxiously
awaiting the sequel." -Columbus Dispatch

Being Red
A Memoir
M.E. Sharpe Being Red is an intimate memoir of an extraordinary time--the years
Howard Fast, one of our nation's most popular authors, spent in the American
Communist Party, and under the constant surveillance of the FBI. 8-page photo
insert.

The Last Frontier
Routledge North Castle Books are designed to bring the global variety of knowledge
to a broader audience. Primarily aimed at the general reader through bookstore
distribution, North Castle Books makes available, in handsomely bound paper
editions, titles of literary and cultural signiﬁcance that our editors have found to be
of lasting importance. Spanning the range of ﬁelds from Asian Studies to American
Studies, from short stories to scholarly treatises, from myth to memoirs, from
Economics to Government, from Russian Politics to Recent History, North Castle
Books will occupy an important place on bookshelves. Each edition will be
reasonably priced, aﬀording students, scholars, and serious readers the means to
expand their horizons and broaden their aesthetic understanding.The story of the
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Cheyenne Indians in the 1870s, and their bitter struggle to ﬂee from the Indian
Territory in Oklahoma back to their home in Wyoming and Montana."Mr. Fast's novel
will stand or fall upon its value as a dramatic, ﬁnely presented story. It is all of that: a
model, which may easily become a classic example, of what to put in and what to
leave out in the writing of a historical novel. ... I do not believe it is saying too much
to suggest that in the person of Mr. Fast we may have the next really important
American historical novelist". -- Joseph Henry Jackson, New York Herald Tribune
Books"Fast's writing, austerely polished and austerely poetic, is admirably suited to
this epic tale of a desperate eﬀort for digniﬁed survival. ... Fast has gotten to the
core of this incident and made it into a rich American novel". -- New York Times Book
Review"An amazing restoration and reconstruction. Thecharacters breathe, the
landscape is solid ground and sky, and the story runs ﬂexibly along the zigzag trail of
a people driven by a deep instinct to their ancient home. I do not know any other
episode in Western history that has been so truly and subtly perpetuated as this one.
A great story lost has been found again, and as here told promises to live for
generations". -- Carl Van Doren

April Morning
Ballantine Books The Battle of Lexington becomes ﬁfteen-year-old Adam Cooper's
initiation into manhood

Second Generation
Sourcebooks, Inc. She'll Risk Her Freedom to Find Freedom "A novel of satisfying
depth and breadth, written in good, clean, forceful prose." -Chicago Tribune
Desperate for independence and scornful of the hypocrisy of the upper class,
Barbara Lavette returns to her family home in San Francisco following her ﬁrst year
of college determined to make her own way in the world. After abandoning her
privileged life to disguise herself as a poor volunteer down on the wharf, Barbara
journeys to France to report on the onset of Nazi terror and the coming of World War
II. But when tragedy strikes deep at the heart of the life Barbara has built for herself
in Europe, she is forced to return to San Francisco heartbroken and alone where she
must face the family she ran away from. The second book in master storyteller
Howard Fast's epic family saga, Second Generation vividly depicts the lives of the
Lavette family as they struggle to persevere in America during the chaos of the
Depression and World War II.

The General Zapped an Angel
New Stories of Fantasy and Science
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Fiction
Open Road Media “The General Zapped an Angel was written for fun, and oﬀers me
a chance to smile at the absurdity of human existence. Therefore, these stories of
fantasy and science ﬁction are among the most serious writing I have done.”
—Howard Fast Nearly forty years after the publication of his ﬁrst story, “The Wrath of
Purple,” in the science ﬁction magazine Amazing Stories, Howard Fast returned to
the genre with a set of nine supremely entertaining tales. In this collection, a
Vietnam general shoots down what appears to be an angel, a man sells his soul to
the devil for a copy of the next day’s Wall Street Journal, and a group of alien beings
bestow a mouse with human thought and emotion. Fast, one of the bestselling
authors of the twentieth century, skewers war hawks, oil speculators, and proﬁt-atall-costs capitalism, issues that are still relevant today. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the author’s estate.

Howard Fast
A Critical Companion
Greenwood Publishing Group The ﬁrst book-length study of the ﬁction of Howard
Fast, one of the most widely read and controversial American writers of the 20th
century.

Citizen Tom Paine
Open Road Media The New York Times bestseller that’s “so glowingly human a
picture of Tom Paine and America in the revolutionary days” (The New York Herald).
Thomas Paine’s voice rang in the ears of eighteenth-century revolutionaries from
America to France to England. He was friend to luminaries such as Thomas Jeﬀerson,
Ben Franklin, and William Wordsworth. His pamphlets extolling democracy sold in
the millions. Yet he died a forgotten man, isolated by his rough manners, idealistic
zeal, and unwillingness to compromise. Howard Fast’s brilliant portrait brings Paine
to the fore as a legend of American history, and provides readers with a gripping
narrative of modern democracy’s earliest days in America and Europe. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the
author’s estate.

Greenwich
A Novel
Open Road Media Bestselling author Howard Fast’s ﬁnal novel—a page-turning tale
of intrigue, power, and betrayal set in one of America’s wealthiest suburbs
Greenwich follows a diverse cast of characters in one of the country’s most aﬄuent
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towns: Greenwich, Connecticut. When evidence emerges that Richard Castle, a
wealthy ex-government oﬃcial, approved the 1980 killings of Jesuit priests and nuns
in El Salvador, Castle must ﬁnd a way to save himself from his ruthless former
colleagues, who are bent on keeping the past buried any way they can. Told with
Fast’s typical brisk pacing, Greenwich explores the links between wealth and power,
and the violence waged to maintain them. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the author’s estate.

Freedom Road
Routledge "Howard Fast makes superb use of his material. ... Aside from its social
and historical implications, Freedom Road is a high-geared story, told with that
peculiar dramatic intensity of which Fast is a master". -- Chicago Daily News

Deep Learning for Coders with
fastai and PyTorch
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Deep learning is often viewed as the exclusive domain of math
PhDs and big tech companies. But as this hands-on guide demonstrates,
programmers comfortable with Python can achieve impressive results in deep
learning with little math background, small amounts of data, and minimal code.
How? With fastai, the ﬁrst library to provide a consistent interface to the most
frequently used deep learning applications. Authors Jeremy Howard and Sylvain
Gugger, the creators of fastai, show you how to train a model on a wide range of
tasks using fastai and PyTorch. You’ll also dive progressively further into deep
learning theory to gain a complete understanding of the algorithms behind the
scenes. Train models in computer vision, natural language processing, tabular data,
and collaborative ﬁltering Learn the latest deep learning techniques that matter
most in practice Improve accuracy, speed, and reliability by understanding how deep
learning models work Discover how to turn your models into web applications
Implement deep learning algorithms from scratch Consider the ethical implications of
your work Gain insight from the foreword by PyTorch cofounder, Soumith Chintala

The Outsider
A Novel
Open Road Media The New York Times–bestselling author of Spartacus evokes the
postwar Jewish-American experience through the story of a compassionate but
conﬂicted rabbi. After witnessing the inhumanity and devastating suﬀering of
Dachau, chaplain David Hartman returns to post–World War II America seeking
meaning and purpose. As a young rabbi, he accepts a post in the sleepy, WASPy
Connecticut suburb of Leighton Ridge, where a handful of Jewish families want to
build a religious community. Accompanied by his lively wife, Lucy, a self-proclaimed
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“Jewish atheist,” and aided by a kindred spirit in the local Congregational minister,
David meets skepticism with sincerity, and poverty with humility and humor—and
faces anti-Semitism with quiet courage. Over the next quarter century, David and his
family and congregation weather the social upheavals of McCarthyism, the
establishment of Israel’s statehood, the trial and execution of the “atom spies,” civil
rights marches, and Vietnam War protests. David ﬁnds both his faith and his
marriage tested as he continues to struggle with feeling marginalized as a rabbi and
a Jew in American society, haunted by the Holocaust and challenged to respond to
the prejudice, inequality, and warmongering he sees locally and nationally.
Capturing a tumultuous time when humanity was rapidly ﬁguring out how to destroy
itself and eager to declare God if not dead, then irrelevant, Howard Fast’s sweeping
historical novel oﬀers an intimately personal portrayal of a rabbi’s life—and
fearlessly probes questions of personal morality, spiritual identity, and social
responsibility that continue to resonate in the twenty-ﬁrst century. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the
author’s estate.

A Study Guide for Howard Fast's
"April Morning"
Gale, Cengage Learning A Study Guide for Howard Fast's "April Morning," excerpted
from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students. This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context;
suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust
Novels for Students for all of your research needs.

Max
A Novel
Open Road Media The New York Times–bestselling novel of one man’s journey from
New York’s slums to become one of America’s ﬁrst ﬁlm moguls—from the author of
Spartacus. Max tells the story of the rise of Max Britsky, entwined with the ﬁlm
industry’s beginnings near the turn of the twentieth century. When he was twelve,
Max’s father died, leaving him to scrape out a living in Manhattan’s Lower East Side
slums to provide for his mother and siblings. But Max was a natural entrepreneur,
and he followed his business instincts and love of the theater to become one of the
ﬁrst ﬁlm moguls in the history of American moviemaking. Britsky’s life story is tragic
and triumphant, and yet another example of the unmatched storytelling prowess of
Howard Fast, one of the most proliﬁc and widely read authors of the twentieth
century. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Howard Fast including rare
photos from the author’s estate.
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Summary of Howard Fast's The
Jews
Everest Media LLC Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book.
Sample Book Insights: #1 The Desert tribes were herdsmen, and their wealth was in
sheep and goats. They moved often, from one sparse pasture to another, from one
water hole to another. Their community was tribal, and their chief was the patriarch
of the tribe, the ruler absolute, the dispenser of justice and lord of life and death. #2
The Israelites were a collection of tribes that lived in the Sinai Peninsula. They were
constantly looking over their shoulders at the pastures of Eden, which were well
guarded by powerful cities and disciplined armies. #3 The Beni-Yisrael were
shepherds who grazed their herds upon the land of milk and honey, but they were
not strangers to it. They had touched and rested on places that were sacred to them,
and they had built stone altars for worship. #4 Without Moses, the Jews are
unthinkable. He was the Jew, and in due course this will be explained. Moses was the
Jew, and he stepped into history as the Jew.

The Unvanquished
Routledge Originally published in 1942, The Unvanquished is the story of the
Continental Army and George Washington in the desperate early months when the
American Revolution faced defeat and disintegration. The book begins with the
retreat across Manhattan's East River that saved the Continental Army after the
Battle of Long Island. It ends with Washington's recrossing of the Delaware in the
daring 1776 Christmas Eve raid on the Hessian camp at Trenton.

Penelope
Open Road Media Dissatisﬁed with life on the Upper East Side, a socialite ﬁnds a new
favorite pastime: robbing banks When James R. Hastings, president of the City
Federal Bank, began construction of a new branch on Madison Avenue, he vowed to
make it burglar proof. Vaults set forty feet below ground, an array of cameras, and a
quartet of burly guards were intended to deter any bandit. But James Hastings did
not count on being robbed by his wife. Three weeks after the bank opens, a demure
old woman removes a Luger from her handbag and asks a clerk to empty her
register, then disappears into the bathroom with a haul of over $50,000. When the
guards arrive, a scared young woman ﬂees the bathroom and points them to the
stalls. Inside, they ﬁnd nothing but a discarded disguise, while the young woman
walks calmly out the front door. This is Penelope Hastings—a bored banker’s wife
who, now that she has taken up crime, will never be bored again. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the
author’s estate.
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My Glorious Brothers
Sourcebooks, Inc. "Fast is at his best as a storyteller"— Christian Science Monitor The
strength of ﬁve brothers will deﬁne a nation. My Glorious Brothers is the epic story of
perhaps the most breathtaking chapter in the history of Israel, a stirring tale of
courage for those who like to ﬁnd meaning for today's world in the great events of
history. After witnessing a ransacked and desecrated Jerusalem, Simon and his four
brothers — soon to be known and revered as the Maccabees — rise to lead an
earthshaking rebellion. Their tale has almost no parallel in human history. Theirs was
the will, ﬁre, and unbending spirit that inspired the timeless rite of Hanukkah,
transforming a society of farmers and scholars into an unconquerable army that
would wage the ﬁrst modern ﬁght for freedom and the ﬁrst victory for religious
freedom. Master storyteller Howard Fast recounts the story of great battles, brutal
atrocities, and undying love and loyalty. But it is also a sensitive and sure picture of
a people and an age, in which the mood of a small but spirited segment of humanity
two thousand years ago is recreated with gripping authenticity. PRAISE FOR
HOWARD FAST: "Emotional, exciting, and entertaining."— Philadelphia Inquirer
"Relentless pace of events...real experience leaping full-bodied from Fast's
imagination!"— New York Times

The Howard Fast Reader
A Collection of Stories and Novels
The Establishment
Sourcebooks, Inc. She'll stand up for her family, no matter the cost Former socialite
Barbara Lavette is unconcerned about the gossip that surrounds her new marriage.
However, her husband Bernie, a poor mechanic whom she met in the midst of World
War II, is willing to do anything to prove his worth to her as well as the society that
shuns him. Barbara will support her husband in any way she can, but when she
becomes the victim of an attack by the Congressional Committee on Un-American
Activities, she is forced to stand trial. Caught in a Communist witch hunt, Barbara
must do whatever it takes to defend her values, clear her name, and ﬁnd a way to
reunite her family. The third book in Howard Fast's epic family saga, The
Establishment follows the Lavette family as they attempt to persevere in a nation
consumed with fear during the tumultuous period following World War II. Praise for
The Immigrants series: "Relentless pace of events...real experience leaping fullbodied from Fast's imagination!" -New York Times "There hasn't been a novel in
years that can do a job on readers' emotions that the last ﬁfty pages of The
Immigrants does." -Los Angeles Times "Emotional, exciting, and entertaining." Philadelphia Inquirer
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Moses
The Epic Story of His Rebellion in
the Court of Egypt
Open Road Media The epic life story of Moses, from orphan child to leader of the
Israelites, from the New York Times–bestselling author of Spartacus. In Moses, Fast
breathes new life into the legendary story of the infant found among the reeds of the
Nile. From Moses’s adoption into the home of Pharaoh Ramses II, to his upbringing in
Egypt’s royal court, to his controversial support of monotheism and eventual
leadership of a nation, Moses is a stunning look at the life of one of world history’s
most celebrated men. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Howard Fast
including rare photos from the author’s estate.

Redemption
A Novel
Open Road Media When the love of his life is accused of murder, a university
professor will stop at nothing to prove her innocence On a late night drive home, Ike
Goldman, a retired Columbia University law professor, saves a woman from killing
herself by jumping oﬀ the George Washington Bridge. The woman’s name is
Elizabeth Hopper, and Ike, a widower, unexpectedly ﬁnds himself falling in love. But
everything changes when Elizabeth’s estranged husband, a rich Wall Street
executive she claims abused her, is found murdered, and Elizabeth is the prime
suspect. Now Ike must uncover the truth, even as he ﬁghts to protect the woman he
loves. Fast-paced and suspenseful, Redemption is one of Howard Fast’s last novels,
and a remarkable story of love and loyalty amid the most harrowing of
circumstances. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Howard Fast including
rare photos from the author’s estate.

The Dinner Party
A Novel
Open Road Media Howard Fast’s 1987 New York Times bestseller, a tight political
drama that remains just as relevant today as when it was ﬁrst written Fast’s 1987
novel The Dinner Party confronts issues including American intervention in Latin
America and the AIDS epidemic. Often compared to a play, The Dinner Party takes
place during a single day, culminating in a party hosted by Richard Cromwell, a US
Senator whose wealthy entrepreneur father-in-law is building a controversial
highway across Central America, though powerful government interests want the
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highway stopped stopped. International politics become deeply personal in this
novel, and unfailingly serve as a commentary on contemporary politics. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the
author’s estate.

The Last Frontier
M.E. Sharpe Originally published in 1941, The Last Frontier is the story of the
Cheyenne Indians in the 1870s, and their bitter struggle to ﬂee from the Indian
Territory in Oklahoma back to their home in Wyoming and Montana. Some 300
Indians, led by Little Wolf, fought against General Crook and 10,000 troops, with only
60 ﬁnally making it through to freedom. Fast extensively researched this book in the
late 1930s, visiting and speaking with Cheyenne experts in Norman, Oklahoma. This
was the ﬁrst of Fast's many books to gain a wide popular audience; it was eventually
made by John Ford into the classic ﬁlm Cheyenne Autumn (1964).

Freedom Road. A Novel
The American
A Middle Western Legend
Open Road Media The #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Spartacus
reimagines the life of John Peter Altgeld, a courageous politician and forgotten
national hero. Though Abraham Lincoln is often considered the United States’ most
legendary politician, he wasn’t the only country lawyer out of Illinois to change the
face of the nation. John Peter Altgeld fought for Lincoln as a foot soldier in the Union
Army, then followed in his footsteps from law to politics, eventually becoming
governor of Illinois in 1896. Howard Fast’s dazzling ﬁctional account of Altgeld’s life
oﬀers an inspirational example of a man who made great sacriﬁces for
quintessentially American ideals. Inspired by Altgeld’s social reforms, such as his
ﬁght against the dehumanizing economic injustice of the Gilded Age and his
trailblazing implementation of some of the nation’s ﬁrst child labor laws, Fast
celebrates the compelling life of an unsung American luminary. This ebook features
an illustrated biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the author’s
estate.

The Proud and the Free
iBooks Recounts the experiences of soldiers, generals, politicians, and ordinary
people during the period of the Revolutionary War, focusing on the experiences of
Jamie Stuart, of the 11th Regiment of the Pennsylvania Line, who is faced with a
diﬃcult choice between principle and military orders, Reprint.
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The Jews
Story of a People
Open Road Media The “epic and stirring story” of 4,000 years of Judaism—told by a
#1 New York Times–bestselling author (Jewish Quarterly). From their nomadic
beginnings and the rise of Moses to the kings David and Solomon through the
Diaspora and the unthinkable horror of the Holocaust—and culminating in the
founding of the state of Israel—this is the sweeping tale of the Jews. Howard Fast,
author of the classic Spartacus, displays his gift for compelling narrative throughout
this eminently readable and well-researched saga. In Fast’s telling, truth is stranger,
and more inspiring, than ﬁction. “Here, I decided, was one of the most exciting and
romantic adventures in all the history of mankind,” he explains in his introduction. “It
had a continuity that spanned most of recorded history. It was ﬁlled with drama,
passion, tragedy, and faith; and with all due reverence for the scholars, it pleaded for
a storyteller to tell it as a story, indeed as the story of all stories.” Fast’s
accomplishment is required reading not only for lovers of great literature but also for
anyone interested in the march of civilization. Barry Holtz, the editor of The
Schocken Guide to Jewish Books hails The Jews as “an exciting and pleasurable
[introduction] to a four-thousand-year epic.” This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the author’s estate.

Shirley
Open Road Media Targeted by a mysterious conspiracy, a clever young woman ﬁghts
back If Shirley is surprised that someone wants to kill her, she does not let the
gunmen know. As far as she knows, Shirley is no diﬀerent from any other employee
at the Bushwick Brothers plastics factory. So why has she been forced from her
home and shoved into the front seat of a kidnapper’s car? There is no time to
wonder why. Shirley Campbel has not cried since she was ten, and she will not start
now. She jams her foot on the gas pedal, rocketing the car into a storefront. Her
assailants are dead, but she is unscratched. Shirley goes home, knowing that more
killers will come. Next time, she will be ready. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the author’s estate.

The Trial of Abigail Goodman
Macmillan Reference USA Abigail Goodman, a forty-one-year-old college professor
and mother of two grown children, ﬁnds herself unexpectedly pregnant and, after
much soul-searching, has an abortion, only to be arrested and tried for murder
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The Unvanquished
M.E. Sharpe Oﬀers a ﬁctional portrayal of the darkest period of the American
Revolution, when Washington's army was close to total collapse in the summer and
fall of 1776

Elbow Grease
Random House Books for Young Readers THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER!
From superstar entertainer John Cena comes a new picture-book series all about
perseverance and believing in yourself, featuring a little monster truck named Elbow
Grease! Meet Elbow Grease, a little monster truck with a big problem! He's smaller
than his four brothers, but wants to prove that he has the guts and the grit to do big
things. He decides that entering the Demolition Derby is the perfect way to show
everyone that what he lacks in horsepower he makes up for in gumption. From multitalented mega celebrity John Cena comes this exciting story about the importance of
believing in yourself and never giving up. Full of high-octane illustrations and a new
character kids will cheer for, this fun and fast-paced book proves that a little Elbow
Grease . . . can go a long way!! As Featured On: The Today Show Entertainment
Tonight The Daily Show with Trevor Noah The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon

The Hunter and the Trap
Two Stories of Speculative Fiction
Open Road Media Two tales of speculative ﬁction from bestselling author Howard
Fast The Hunter and The Trap presents two thrilling and suspenseful stories by
Howard Fast, one of the most proliﬁc authors of the twentieth century. In “The
Hunter,” celebrated but down-on-his-luck novelist Andrew Bell returns to New York
from an African safari only to ﬁnd himself the prey in someone else’s big game hunt.
Bell must seek the help of an old friend in order to escape with his life. In “The Trap,”
an ex-soldier is tasked with traveling the world to ﬁnd children for a daring social and
scientiﬁc experiment. In a secret compound in California, a group of governmentfunded US scientists are attempting to win the Cold War by developing a race of
super-humans. Isolated from the shortcomings of human society and nurtured to
their full potential, these brilliant children begin to develop powers, including
telekinesis and telepathy, which represent the next leap in human development.
These two engrossing stories are at once horrifying, thrilling, tragic, and uplifting,
demonstrating Fast’s range and versatility. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the author’s estate.
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Peekskill USA
Inside the Infamous 1949 Riots
Open Road Media The #1 New York Times–bestselling author’s ﬁrsthand account of
the civil rights beneﬁt concert attacked by a violent mob in upstate New York. In
1949, author Howard Fast found himself in the middle of a violent and terrifying
anticommunist riot in Peekskill, New York. Fast was the master of ceremonies at a
civil rights beneﬁt concert featuring Paul Robeson, Pete Seeger, and others. But local
newspapers stoked anticommunist anger, and the event was besieged by a mob
armed with rocks, clubs, fence posts, and knives. Fast’s Peekskill, USA is a blow-byblow account of the bloody riots, which led to the beating of the ﬁrst black combat
pilot in the US Air Force, Eugene Bullard. This ebook features an illustrated biography
of Howard Fast including rare photos from the author’s estate.

The Passion of Sacco and Vanzetti
A New England Legend
Open Road Media A novel based on the controversial case of two immigrants
executed for murder in 1927, from the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of
Spartacus. Seven years, two trials, and three appeals after their arrest for robbery
and murder in 1920, anarchists Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti await
execution in their prison cells. Supporters around the world have passionately
argued their innocence, particularly when Celestino Madeiros, a young mobster,
confesses to the murders along with other members of his gang. But no retrial is
ordered; on August 23, 1927, Sacco and Vanzetti are executed. Howard Fast’s
heartrending ﬁctional account oﬀers a window into the thoughts and feelings of a
presumed-innocent Sacco and Vanzetti, and is a withering indictment of the
American justice system. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Howard Fast
including rare photos from the author’s estate.

Sylvia
Black Dagger Crime

Conceived in Liberty
A Novel of Valley Forge
Open Road Media A stunning novel of American revolutionaries battling the brutal
winter at Valley Forge—from the “literary phenomenon” and author of Spartacus
(The Guardian). General George Washington’s twelve thousand soldiers march into
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Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, under-fed and under-clothed, their frozen feet leaving
bloody tracks in the snow. Shortly after the soldiers establish quarters for the cold
months ahead, disease begins to rip through the camp. The men, helpless against
sickness and despair, are facing the longest winter of their lives—and their survival
will determine the fate of their young nation. Passionate and unforgettable,
Conceived in Liberty is one of Fast’s rawest accounts of the brutality of the
Revolutionary War, and of the heroism of its soldiers. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the author’s estate.

The Last Supper
And Other Stories
Open Road Media Sixteen stories that depict America—and the world—emerging
from the wreckage of World War II From a glimpse of Coca-Cola’s ﬁrst appearance in
a remote part of the Arabian desert to the tale of a wealthy, paranoid man building a
shelter after the ﬁrst hydrogen bomb tests, the stories in The Last Supper depict a
world coming to grips with the new post-war reality. As always, Howard Fast has an
ear for the way history echoes through the generations, and his tales of American
ascendency are complemented by crisp ﬁctional portraits of the country’s earliest
days, including three stories drawn from the life of colonial statesman Samuel
Adams. Compelling and insightful, The Last Supper is an absorbing collection of midcentury Americana and a window into the mind of one of the country’s greatest
modern writers. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Howard Fast
including rare photos from the author’s estate.
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